Here, we present an image registration approach that is optimized for difficult, low-SNR cryo-STEM images, which often cannot be registered successfully by other means, achieving high-SNR average images with 0.72 Å information transfer at cryogenic temperatures ( Fig. 1d-f ) [4] . We introduce an approach which does not rely on a single reference image, but instead uses all possible combinations of image correlations to determine the optimal shifts. This results in an information surplus, enabling enforcement of physical consistency between all measured relative image shifts. Consequently, incorrect correlations, which plague low-SNR data, may be identified and handled (Fig. 2) . Moreover, the criterion of physical consistency may be used to substantiate the validity of the registration.
Importantly, the likelihood of incorrect, and in some cases subtly specious, final image reconstructions due to registration error will vary from one dataset to the next. Lattice images constitute a notable class of images requiring special care, as highly translationally symmetric data has a propensity to register incorrect 'unit-cell jumps'. Tools to avoid or account for these and other errors will be discussed, such as judicious Fourier space weighting, or preemptive avoidance of sampling errors (Fig. 3 ).
To facilitate user accessibility, all associated code is open source, and may be conveniently run through either the iPython/Jupyter notebook or a graphical user interface. Practical matters for optimal user experience will be discussed and briefly demonstrated. In this case, the correct maximum is highlighted by the black box, however, the brightest pixel is in the local maximum in the red box, due to sampling effects. Extra care is therefore required to avoid "unit cell hopping" during registration. (c) Here, Gaussian fits to multiple local maxima in the cross correlation reduces erroneous shift matrix elements by 50%.
